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Walt Disney Has a History of Producing Inspiring Sports Movies Based on True Stories. Great running, ruki, miracles, million dollar arms, remembering titans - studios have the power to show how sports can bring people together and change lives for the better. Their latest, The Queen of
Carts, is about authentic sports - chess - but still has all the trappings of a classic sports movie in a mouse house. The film is based on a book about chess genius Fiona Mutesi, so if you want the whole story, you should read a book called Queen of Cate and get all the details. As for where
you can get it, you can buy it wherever it's sold. Amazon has five formats (paperback, hardcback, Kindle, audible and CD) ranging from about $11 to about $22. The book was officially written by author Tim Crothers, who was a senior writer at Sports Illustrated. Crothers first heard about
Mutesy in 2010, realized the potential to tell her story to the world, and selected her as an article for ESPN Magazine. The magazine sent him to Katwe in Uganda, where he met a chess prodigy. Isaac Casamani/AFP/Getty Images In 2011, ESPN released the game of her life online, a
muteripropyl for The Cruthers. The following year, the article became a finalist for the National Magazine Awards for profile writing, and in 2013 Crothers expanded his story into a book that would soon be sold to Disney.And if you like Crothers' work, he's also written a few other sports-
related books. One worked hard, a biography for University of North Carolina men's basketball coach Roy Williams. The men's observation is about Anson Dorrance, another UNC coach who led the women's soccer team to a whopping 21 national championships. He also co-authored an
anthology with John Garretty for Sports Illustrated, which he called the greatest player of the 20th century. Exposed in Cruthers's book, Mutesi and her family were out of poverty, and Katwe's other poor children had a second chance at life through the magic of the sport. If I've ever heard of
it now it's an uplifting Disney ending. Queen of Carts, $11, Amazon Images: Walt Disney Pictures Every item on this page was curated by elle decorating editor. We may receive commissions on some items you choose to purchase. Nothing privileges the proceedings like a strong dash of
evil color. To send sassy style flares, photographer: Sang An, this content was created and maintained by a third party and brought to this page so that users can provide their email addresses. piano.io find more information about this content and similar content in ads – continue reading
below the February 12, 2009 minutes if the economy is booming and cash is easy to come by, Throw shingles and find some success. But it is these times that truly weed out underperformance. At the end of this recession, only those with the best plans, backup plans and survival strategies
will remain standing. That lucky few can take lessons from nature. In honor of Charles Darwin's 200th birthday, we remember that it was all about adapting to the most moderate survival and ever-changing economy, both in business and evolutionary biology. The Red Queen hypothesis of
evolutionary biology says that in order to survive an evolving system, it must coexist with the best characteristics to survive in that system. Taken from Lewis Carroll's Through the Rudder Glass, the Red Queen needs every run alice can do to keep them in the same place as they race
against each other. If you want to go somewhere else, you have to be more than twice as fast! As the economy declines and develops, your role as an entrepreneur is to develop survival skills to keep your business running. In other words, you need to double what your competitors are
doing and take more initiative. Whether that means revamping marketing, getting a business coach, or shrinking your budget, what you're doing in this day and age is a test of true viability. Remember, you compete with many of the other companies to fill that consumer niche. When
people's jobs and money are at stake, you're more likely to see more obstruction and selfishness about people and companies competing for the top spot. As an entrepreneur, when things change, you have to change, your business needs to change - you can adapt quickly. Don't let the
recession drag you in. It's time to run the race and evolve into an entrepreneur. These things took two months to make. I used a lot of remnants and recycling. I tried to be as accurate as possible. I painted his Ascot by hand and embroidered my pants. The thread was moved all the way
and hand-painted as well as crocheted together. The Queen was applique 22 gold hearts and 23 black hearts.  Beads on the sleeves were hand-sewn as well as the ones in her crown. I also did her lace cuffs. This charming little corner of the Halloween contest is all that a neighborhood
bookstore should be, with frequent poetry readings and book signings. The adjoining El Diablo coffee shop has a lovely little patio where you can have coffee and pores through the latest book purchases. We have many moving parts to plan a perfect holiday for people. From settling in a
destination to check your summer travel bucket list to diligently researching cheap airfares, travel often needs the eyes of a professional. If you settle in one place and book a flight, you're choosing an idyllic place to rest your head at night. Whether you're booking a crazy Airbnb or not Or
sning a room directly from your hotel landing page, there are a few red flags to keep in mind before clicking on that booking button. To avoid booking a property, we've narrowed down the watch list to six of the most common pitfalls. This easy-to-discover fix promises to have you well on your
way to your dream getaway. You know everything about curating the proper habitat we have. When you are on the road, a proper house away from home makes for a much sweeter trip. Here is everything you need to book with your own. We all have a great view of the amenities. Location
is the first rule of real estate. Therefore, killer views and proximity to attractions can be a major selling point in choosing accommodation. That said, we all met hotel sites that showed more photos of nearby sites than the accommodation situation itself. It's nice to see what the beachfront in
the area looks like. However, the focus should be on the rooms and amenities. Otherwise, it could be a red flag. Often, hotels in tourist districts feature stock photos that reveal something priceless about what their hospitality packages offer privately. Take a closer look and see if the photos
you fell in love with are those of the hotel (and room type) you actually book. At the risk of sounding clichéd (we know you've heard this all your life) - read the fine print. When booking a typical hotel, those little fonts should all say the same thing. Right? Wrong. For example, it's not
uncommon for low-cost hotels in some cities to have windowless rooms. A small oversight like this will definitely have a big impact on your vacation. If you book a room with no natural light for a week, please knock yourself out, just like that of your own free will. Before committing to every
stay, you can read the details to know exactly what you are getting. In general, hotels save the worst rooms for those who book through search engines. After all, those guests are looking for the best deals and can't enroll in loyalty or reward programs with certain hotel groups. That doesn't
mean you have to swear by Expedia. Instead, it compares the cost found on third-party sites with the hotel's published rates. If it's not much different, choose a reservation for yourself. While you're here, check the hotel's direct site for special promotions. It's also a good thing to call the
concierge before and make sure that the low percentage is not due to a special event. The hotel may host conventions or large events where multiple rooms are blocked. Get the lay of the land before jumping into a non-refundable deposit. Oh, the joy of the digital age. Don't believe
everything you see on the internet. There are times when there are no more palm trees perfectly placed outside the window. Creative freedom of the owner. Large spaces can also be the result of lenses rather than actual rectanger footage. In particular, the image of non-chain hotels is
often enhanced to make maintenance look much more attractive. Look for distortion in the wide-angle lens and check the room description for square footage. Have a keen eye when you look at the pictures, have a grain of salt and a view of that balcony. If you fall in love with the views
posted on the hotel site, please call the front desk and ask for a similar vantage point. They'll know one. Sometimes hotel sites can pepper some art licenses in the manner of de deteds. For example, you can't always accept a hotel's words about its neighbors. Google Maps is your friend.
Do your research, make sure that the hotel you choose really offers the type of resort you are looking for. No, that's not a typo. For what? Well, consider the source when trusting the opinions of others. Perhaps the place is a favorite of the Spring Break crowd because it hosts the best DJs.
It will not be very helpful for your relaxing getaway. Another hotel may be the best choice for peaceful solitude, but you are looking for a place to have your bachelorette party. Take a look beyond the five stars and find out how the place ranks high before making any decisions. If you keep
any place you absolutely love, pay it forward. Post honest feedback (directly fill us in on some particularly good finds). Where are you traveling this summer? If you can't escape yet, shop for our favorite essentials to bring home the atmosphere of your hotel. Ace Hotel Change Tray $35
Shop Verso Resurrection Eye Mask $40 Shop Globetrotter Original Travel Trolley $1100 What's Your Secret Booking Hack? Share with us below. Below.
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